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What is the message?

This paper analyzes the impact of moral hazard on prices established by pharmaceutical manufacturers and the implications for policy makers. The findings show that the escalation of drug prices will likely continue unabated in the absence of significant mechanisms to induce restraint and discipline in this market.

What is the evidence?

Moral hazard is a powerful theory of how health insurance influences the delivery of healthcare. While moral hazard has been used to understand changes in demand for services through insurance, a literature review shows that until now, its impact on pharmaceutical prices has not been well developed. The findings documented in this paper should therefore help spark a vigorous debate on the implications of different pharmaceutical pricing models for the US market.
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Unit prices for pharmaceutical products are reaching ranges never before experienced. Prices for cancer products are routinely over $100,000 per patient per annum, while novel CAR-T therapies are being offered for $475,000 per patient. These prices are a dramatic increase over the prices of the most expensive drugs only a decade ago.[1]

Prices are set by pharmaceutical manufacturers in negotiation with payers, and are set to reflect the fact that these products have a value based in intellectual property that is far greater than the marginal cost of production. Historically, the pharmaceutical industry has argued that prices are justified on the basis of research and development costs, the high risk of drug failure[2], and the value of new products.[3] Rarely are the prices ascribed to the actual price of manufacturing the products. At the same time, industry critics have highlighted the role of public funding in biomedical sciences as directly or indirectly supporting the development of many products, and the changing nature and risk of drug development characterized by much smaller and speedier clinical development programs and accelerated review times at FDA.[4]

While these arguments have existed for many years, the nature of biomedical research has changed. The industry has moved development of products from broad, mass-market molecules to niche investments in cancer and orphan diseases. The concern over high drug prices in these markets has been met with additional arguments for high prices based on limited market sizes in many of these product niches.[5]

In the current market environment, there is limited direct pressure on manufacturers setting these unprecedented prices. In contrast to many other countries, the US government does not directly negotiate over pharmaceutical prices except within the Veteran’s Administration (VA) system. Even when direct negotiation is possible, the lack of competition within market segments limits the bargaining power of private payers. As a result, high and increasing prices directly impact health insurance premiums across the market, and the cost of the federal health plans, Medicare and Medicaid.[6] [7]
The Supply Effects of Moral Hazard
The extraordinary prices for pharmaceutical products can only be imagined in a world where patients have health insurance. Health economists have long been worried about the economic impact of health insurance on the patterns of consumption of healthcare due to a concept called “moral hazard.” Moral hazard describes the change in individual behavior between conditions of self-pay and conditions of third party payment. Kenneth Arrow was awarded the Nobel prize in economics for developing this framework[8]. Mark Pauly further developed the theory to focus on demand.[9]

The basic framework is easy to understand. We all make purchases based on our concept of value. We generally make purchases of goods or products for $1.00 when we perceive that they offer $1.00 worth of value. This concept of value is an individual determination – we all have our own tastes, preferences, and needs which form our assessment of value.

Third-party payment alters this fundamental calculus. Consider going out to dinner with a group of friends. After the menu is passed around, you notice items of lower and higher price, salad, and steak. You can approach payment in one of two ways: individual checks or splitting the check. If you all decide on individual checks before you order, you may decide to purchase the lower-cost salad since you are on a budget. However, what happens if you decide to split the check after you order? You may be worried that everyone else at the table is likely to order the higher-priced steak, and you will have to pay your share of their higher-priced meals. Since you are paying for their steak, why not order your own steak so at least you get the benefit of the higher price you will pay for dinner. In this simple illustration, your behavior changes between self-payment and third-party payment models.

Health insurance is one form of third-party payment. Under health insurance, rather than paying the full cost of medical products, you pay only a co-payment (fixed amount), or co-insurance (a percentage payment) for medical products. As illustrated in Exhibit 1, products 1-3 offer at least $1.00 of value for $1.00 of cost. In a self-payment model, you would be expected to purchase only products 1-3 since only these products have a value of $1.00. In an insurance model, however, you only pay the copayment of $0.20. Now, products 1-6 offer value equal to or greater than the $0.20 copayment, so using the same rule (only buying products that offer value greater than or equal to the price you pay), you would purchase products 1-6. Again, behavior changes under conditions of third-party payment.
Exhibit 1: Hypothetical Set of Products Based on Value, Cost and Insurance Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Product 1</th>
<th>Product 2</th>
<th>Product 3</th>
<th>Product 4</th>
<th>Product 5</th>
<th>Product 6</th>
<th>Product 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value</strong></td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost (No Insurance)</strong></td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost (Insurance)</strong></td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: Value - perception of value to the patient (in dollar equivalents). Cost (No insurance) - assumes only cash payments for the product. Cost (insurance) - assumes the product is covered by an insurance policy with a 20% coinsurance requirement.

While many economists have argued that health insurance increases the overall cost of healthcare due to these changes in demand,[10] there is also the concept of good moral hazard where people can purchase goods or products through insurance that would otherwise be unaffordable.[11]

To this point, the discussion of moral hazard has focused on the impact of moral hazard on the demand for healthcare products. However, the impact of moral hazard also extends to the supply side of health care.[12] [13] [14] While much of the literature examines the impact of moral hazard on the provision of services and technology, there is also an impact on the price of products. Given insurance, the suppliers of high-value products can realize that products are perceived as being significantly underpriced since insured patients only consider the out-of-pocket costs and not the full cost of therapy. Applying a value framework to pricing can lead manufacturers to raise their prices to meet the value threshold rather than simply developing a price to meet their internal financial expectations. This supply-side moral hazard effect on the price of pharmaceutical products has been much less discussed in the literature.[15] [16]

Again, going back to the basic example of product 1 in Exhibit 1, this product provides great
value to patients under conditions of self-payment and even more under conditions of third-party payment. Sophisticated suppliers will notice these conditions. In a competitive market, suppliers will have little ability to influence the welfare surplus enjoyed by patients in this example since the price is determined by the market and is driven by the entry and exit of firms. However, there are circumstances when suppliers have power to influence prices, especially in healthcare.

Suppliers can have market power when they have a barrier to market entry such as a patent awarded to a pharmaceutical manufacturer or a product developed for a niche category which is too small to attract competition. In these cases, suppliers can increase the price of product 1 based on value. If they decide to price at the total value of the product, they could raise the price from $1.00 to $1.50 to capture the full value to patients. Under our conceptual model, this pricing strategy would be attractive to patients even in a cash pay market.

However, under conditions of third-party payment, suppliers can consider an even more aggressive pricing strategy by considering that patients measure value against their co-insurance, not the full cost of the product. Under these conditions, suppliers can raise the price to $7.50 while consumers would have a cost-share of $1.50, or an amount equal to the value they expect to receive from the therapy. As a result of supply-side moral hazard, the cost increased from $1.00 to $7.50 in this simple example.

The supply side implications of moral hazard are potentially significant. Beyond the short-term impacts on patients, this effect can have longer term effects by distorting the drug development portfolio. In Exhibit 2, we imagine a manufacturer with a simple two product portfolio, with each product having equal development costs and market price. In analyzing their options, the firm invests in the opportunity with the largest market size.[1] However, in Exhibit 3, under conditions of market power, they can consider the question of value of the therapy to patients in setting a price. In this case, they chose to undertake development of product B despite its smaller market size.

Thus, the supply-side effects of moral hazard can be seen in both the prices of products in the marketplace, and in the portfolio of drug products available on the market.

Exhibit 2: Optimal Drug Portfolio without Moral Hazard
### Exhibit 3: Optimal Drug Portfolio with Moral Hazard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Cost of Development</th>
<th>Size of Target Market</th>
<th>Value of Therapy</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>$50,000,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$200 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>$50,000,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>$500 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Possible Solutions

Four frameworks can be considered as part of a regime to set appropriate market prices: market competition, cost-effectiveness analysis, prizes, and profit regulation.
1. Market Competition

As suggested earlier, in competitive markets with free entry of firms, the supply-side effect of moral hazard is not an issue. Firms that attempt to extract a high price from the market will be quickly met with competitors. To a great degree, market competition has worked in the pharmaceutical market. When several firms with products enter a class, they often face price competition (although, this being healthcare, not all of this price competition is transparent and can occur in the form of a PBM rebate[17]).

A recent example is the cost of Hepatitis C treatment in the United States. The payer community was in shock over the original price of Solvaldi at $84,000 per patient for a 12-week course of therapy (or double that amount for 24-weeks).[18] This set off a debate around the price of the therapy, and led to significant challenges for many public and private health insurers.[19] However, the entry of additional novel therapies for patients with Hepatitis C led to price competition in the marketplace, with prices ranging from $26,400 to $62,500 per treatment course by 2017.[20]

While this may be seen as a success of the market model, we do not have a good understanding of which product categories will remain competitive in an era of precision medicine. As indications for products become more targeted at a molecular level, it may be difficult for fast-followers to enter specific niche markets, leading to the failure of this mechanism to address the pricing impact of moral hazard.

2. a. Economic Analysis

Over the last several years, we have seen the re-emergence of products’ economic value as a consideration for supporting prices. This concept was developed in the 1970s and 1980s as a tool to help understand the value of investments in new pharmaceutical therapies. Outside of the United States, regimes incorporating economic analysis have helped to set national formulary decisions in the UK, Germany, and Australia. These regimes can consider the patient population impacted by the condition, the potential outcomes of the therapy, and the net cost of the intervention (the net cost considers the cost of the new therapy, the cost of administration such as hospitalization for supportive care or side effects, less costs avoided as a result of the treatment). Through this analysis, products can be found to be cost saving (those rare products
that reduce overall costs), or cost effective, requiring additional spending but providing additional value to patients.

Providing coverage for cost-effectiveness therapies is predicated on an interest in an investment in new therapies by everyone in the insurance pool or by taxpayers if addressing a publicly funded program. Generally, there is no direct process for such a determination, so this process is left to proxies such as a pharmacy and a therapeutic committee or some other type of formulary review committee.

Economic evaluation can be used to assess the value of therapies once a price is determined, or it can be used to set the price in advance to ensure “access” or uptake into the marketplace. The use of economic analysis before a product is marketed can help understand the potential value of the therapy in practice.[21] If economic evaluation is conducted once a product is on the market, findings that therapies are not cost-saving or that they do not meet a value threshold could reduce spending by limiting access to low-value therapies. At present, there is no consistent application of a value threshold in the United States.

2.b. Considerations for the Specialty Pharmaceutical Marketplace

Applications of the economic analysis framework to high-cost therapies could be problematic.

Economic evaluation can be used by manufacturers to help set a price for a product. Using this framework, high prices can be justified by expected benefits using outcome measures such as years of life gained for therapies that have a survival advantage, or quality-adjusted life years considering an impact on both length and quality of life.

One means of enhancing the “value” of a therapy is to limit the indication to those that would perform best under this framework to support a high price. Therapies that have a large impact on pediatric cancer, for example, would offer the potential for large denominators in a cost-effectiveness framework since patients who benefit from therapy would have substantial remaining life expectancy. Thus, bringing a technology to market first for a pediatric indication would allow a price that would be considered poor value in other indications.

Application-specific pricing is a remedy to address this strategy where prices would be adjusted
based on clinical indication. However, there is no evidence that these schemes have been successfully adopted and enforced. If enforcement of this method fails, then the “benchmark” price for a technology could be established by the best-case scenario rather than the expected use in the market.

Market “guarantees” could be another mechanism to enhance the effectiveness of therapies. Again, the issue would be the ability and cost to track “effectiveness” over time to enforce these contracts. Not only is there potential for significant disputes over patients who have adverse outcomes for a variety of reasons unrelated to the treatment (car accidents for example), significant administrative costs would be associated with the resulting “manual” billing process. Further, if a manufacturer offers this framework in advance of going to market, they could include their estimate of likely clinical effectiveness in setting their price (i.e., they raise the price above their initial consideration to account for the cost of the guarantee).

If patient perspective is considered in assessing value, there is significant concern that conditions involving highly emotional situations (such as a life-threatening illness or genetic diseases) or loss (a new diagnosis of cancer) lead to very high value on any potential benefits of therapy, and patients may appear to be risk-seeking in making treatment choices. [6], [21] This value framework of patients is expected to differ significantly from the value framework of people in the insurance pool not impacted by life-threatening illness.[22]

Cost-effectiveness of therapies is not tied to the overall cost in the market since total budget is tied to the price and the number of patients treated, not the value of a therapy.[21] Cost-effectiveness analysis can be used to prioritize new investments in pharmaceutical therapy, but will lead by definition to increases in spending.[23]

3. Prizes for Drug Discovery

Nobel Prize-winning economist Joseph Stiglitz developed the concept of a prize for drug discovery that would compensate inventors for their efforts while providing the public access to novel therapies closer to their marginal cost.[23] However, the mechanics of such an approach are challenging.

First, new drugs enter to market as a combination of both drug discovery and drug
development. Discovery is the early-stage basic science work in a laboratory, while
development requires teams of people to develop a formulation for use in humans, optimize
drug manufacturing, test for toxicity, and undertake clinical testing. Discovery often occurs
through public funding, while development requires private funding. A prize awarded for
discovery would be very difficult to administer; many new targets and biologic mechanisms are
discovered, only to later fall out of the drug development pipeline.

Similarly, a prize for drug discovery could create significant challenges in funding drug
development, with no private incentive to invest in clinical research since post-prize research
would be a public good. A prize awarded after drug development runs the risk of skewing
development to tasks required to access the prize rather than to optimize the development
program for market impact.

Finally, given the tremendous output of basic science in the United States, there may be a
subjective component to the process of awarding prizes which could create significant
uncertainty in the marketplace and reduce incentives for drug development.

4. Profit Regulation

In some European markets, price negotiation used to include profit regulation. Government
purchasers developed a framework considering that the patent holder was a monopolist that
needed to be regulated (like a utility). Profit regulation schemes considered the costs of drug
development and manufacturing in setting price and market access, with additional
consideration for manufacturers’ production capacity within a market. The manufacturer would
be allowed a price that offered a return on these demonstrated costs. For example, in the UK,
profits were limited to 21% until 1998, rising to 29%.[24]

Profit regulation allows for a separation of the research costs (supported by the public) and drug
development costs incurred by the private sector. In addition to direct costs in clinical
development, profit regulation schemes can consider the time cost of an investment. This
mechanism was largely applied to the consideration of self-originated portfolios. It is not clear
how these schemes would evaluate in-licensed products and whether there would be any
consideration of the costs of acquiring molecules in calculating the allowable profit for firms. A
decision to exclude acquisition costs from pricing considerations could have a significant
negative impact on firms paying high prices to acquire novel therapies, but could potentially lead to a reduction in market prices for new products.[25] [26]

Under a profit framework, manufacturers would have incentives to develop products for a wide variety of indications. This could broaden the portfolio beyond the narrow niche of oncology and orphan products currently in development. While manufacturers might have an incentive to increase development costs under this framework to enable a higher nominal profit level,[27] in practice, the high cost of venture capital may limit the impact of this perverse incentive.

Given the fixed cost of drug development, this concept of profit regulation entails a scale problem. The market may have to facilitate purchase of a sufficient quantity of a novel therapy before this profit cap would apply.

One approach to profit regulation could be to provide a pathway to using less private capital in drug development. Leveraging private capital with public grant funding could allow private investors to achieve their expected returns while providing a pathway for lower drug prices post-approval.[28] The NIH’s recent announcement of a novel co-development program with industry would be a perfect opportunity to test such a program.[29]

Final Considerations
There is significant anecdotal evidence of an impact of supply-side moral hazard on specialty drug prices. In the face of this effect, public constraints on drug pricing may be required: “To avoid breaking the government’s budget, this would require some type of restraint on manufacturer prices, such as price-regulation or direct price controls.”[14]

Currently, there is no mechanism in the US market to address this issue in product categories with single solutions such as many specialty pharmaceutical categories. This paper developed the theory of why this is an issue, and examined how four currently available strategies can be used to assess the appropriate price for products for the US market. Each framework, the market, value, prize, and profit frameworks, have significant strengths and significant limitations. Each approach provides different incentives to shape the portfolio of products in development, and may result in different pricing frameworks for products that either the market (see Exhibit 4). Consideration of each of these schemes should include considerations of access,
innovation and affordability of new drug products [21] At some level, all of these mechanisms are designed to ensure some conflict in setting prices within this market.

The escalation of drug prices will likely continue unabated in the absence of significant mechanisms to induce restraint and discipline into this market. Thus suggests the need for a vigorous debate on the implications of these different pricing models in the US market, a need recently highlighted by the National Academy of Medicine.[31]

Exhibit 4: Policy Solutions to the Effects of Moral Hazard on Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Utilization</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market Competition</td>
<td>High until competitors enter the market</td>
<td>May result in barriers to market access</td>
<td>Potential to increase the total cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Analysis</td>
<td>May increase prices for high value therapies</td>
<td>May enable market access</td>
<td>Potential to increase the total cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prize</td>
<td>Low marginal cost per patient</td>
<td>Enables increased use with little cost barrier</td>
<td>Total cost depends on how the prize scheme is established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit Regulation</td>
<td>Price cap based on investment</td>
<td>May enable market access</td>
<td>Total cost depends on regulation scheme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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